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By Falick, Melanie

Stewart, Tabori and Chang, 2004. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect
Condition. A+ Customer Service! Summary: A beautiful handbook of more than 100 blank pages
waiting to be filled with notes, sketches, photos, yarn snips, fabric swatches, maybe even the
occasional poem, Knit is the perfect companion for anyone committed to exploring their creativity
or simply consolidating the myriad scraps of paper that currently make up their organizational
system. Casual knitters can treat "Knit as a general diary of everyday notes, while more prolific
knitters and designers can use it as a place to sketch patterns and track progress on complex
projects. For all levels of proficiency, the built-in needle gauge/ ruler, zip-shut pouch, pocketed
dividers, and comprehensive reference sections are indispensable. Among the special reference
materials are a needle inventory chart; a calendar of holidays and knitting events; fill-in directories
for favorite yarn sources and patterns; yardage requirement charts; and a basic hat pattern sized
from baby to adult. Knitters can even learn how to say yarn shop in more than twenty,languages.
This concealed wire-o journal is a companion piece to "Weekend Knitting by the best-selling author
Melanie Falick, and includes five full-color photographs from that...
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Reviews
An extremely wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. This really is for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Your way of
life span will be convert when you comprehensive reading this book.
-- Effie Doug la s
Complete guideline! Its such a excellent read. This really is for all who statte there had not been a worth studying. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Timothy Lynch
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